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Rivals for the Time Domain 

By Andrew Shields, for a challenge: 

http://mikemonaco.wordpress.com/2011/10/03/iron-chef-adventure-challenge-add-collector-cards/ 

 

The Tale of Woe. 

 

It all started in the Hylbu Valley, where an old man became a god. He had spent such time becoming one 

with nature and leaving behind his earthly cares that he had magnificent powers over spirits and animals 

alike. Those who lived in peace with nature in the valley saw his god-like powers and worshiped him as 

their local protector. He was called Ricky Tick-Tock. His high priest traditionally gave up his or her 

name, the better to become one with the land. As Tick-Tock‟s followers protected the land, the land 

protected them, and their harmony deepened. 

 

Word reached civilization, transmitted by wanderers, in much the same fashion as plague spreads. When 

the High Lady‟s Oracular Priest, Kaarne, heard of this “new god” he would normally have dismissed the 

news as irrelevant to his position in his magnificent city. However, this god, “Tick-Tock,” could threaten 

to unseat the High Lady‟s divine gift to the world as the only source of prophetic clairvoyance and 

oracular vision into the past and the future. Another “time god” could be a disaster. Kaarne consulted the 

oracles, the visions, the signs, and realized that this “Tick-Tock” could be the end of the supremacy of the 

High Lady. 

 

The Oracular Priest took his two trusted warrior servants, Lord Irongrod and Lady Celadae, both 

experienced in combat and religion. They traveled to the Hylbu Valley to see the truth of things. There, 

the immortal Mistletan escorted them to meet The Old Man, who told them to leave the valley with the 

peace it owned before they came. He had seen the travelers in a dream, a dream that turned nightmarish, 

and he wanted them gone. 

 

Both sides found their fears confirmed. Kaarne ordered The Old Man to comply; when he would not, the 

Oracular Priest slew him, triggering a battle that wiped out the village of Hylbu. The three mighty visitors 

had more than enough violence to do in the simple hill-dwellers. As the battle ended, Irongrod spotted the 

seamed face of Ricky Tick-Tock staring in shock from the edge of the vale. The three priests managed to 

scramble out of the way as Tick-Tock gestured, folding the hills around the flickering smolder of the 

village, to extinguish it in the heart of the earth and bury its dead. 

 

More intimidated than ever, Kaarne and his warriors pursued Tick-Tock up the valley, until he turned to 

face them before a great standing stone. He explained his name was Riccih Thicctoh, he was beloved of a 

god, and he sought only peace. Kaarne remembered his vision, how this godling would spell the end of 

the supremacy of the High Lady, and he steeled himself, slaying Tick-Tock where he stood. The standing 

stone toppled, crushing Kaarne and Celadae, but Irongrod escaped. 

 

He staggered into the Winding Roadway, a tavern several miles from the valley, and managed to write out 

his story with trembling bloody hand before the various venoms killed him off; he fought his way clear of 

the valley. The valley had gone mad with grief, plants gone venomous and wildlife feral, to avenge the 

one it could not protect. At least, that‟s how he interpreted events. 

 

Shortly afterwards, during a celestial convergence, T‟kkyl the God of Moments sent his servants from 

outside time itself, refugees (but from what they would not say.) In the subsequent theological debates, 

they bested the theologians of the High Lady (who sorely missed Kaarne and his cronies, as they were 

weakened by infighting over succession and none had his skill).  T‟kkyl assumed its many-limbed place 
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in the pantheon, holding dimensions and space together as the new steward of Time, and the High Lady‟s 

temple was repurposed as her worship dwindled to a minor sect. 

 
Centuries passed.  

 

The High Lady‟s cult has seen a resurgence. It struggles against the alien cult of T‟kkyl, variously 

rendered “Tickle” and “To Kill” by detractors. T‟kkyl‟s cult harbors the flotsam of the time stream; 

refugees from the distant past, the far-flung future, and other-dimensional wreckage. While they have 

undeniable power, and support of many unsavory types who appreciate their services, the common people 

much prefer the High Lady‟s predictable snobbery to T‟kkyl‟s alien lusts. 

 

The lore of the sect of the High Lady murmurs that the High Lady will bless those who retrieve her gifts 

and resume their use in the world. The gifts that her Oracular Priest and his allies bore into the cursed 

valley. A ring that can turn away attacks, a cloak that can deflect spells, winged boots; a magnificent 

hammer that flies with the force of judgment, a mace that strikes with the High Lady‟s final decree. 

 
Now is Time for Adventure.  

 

The Winding Roadway tavern still stands, and adventurers are headed there to rest and prepare to go to 

the Cursed Valley. Why? 

 

 The High Lady‟s cult want to retrieve enchanted objects to elevate the High Lady again, at T‟kkyl‟s 

expense. 

 The cult of T‟kkyl sends agents who want to stop those questing for the High Lady; if these 

enchanted items are there, pack them out and hide them better. At any rate, stop other searchers. 

 The Faithful are a group who believe that Tick-Tock is not dead, but sleeping; if they can find the 

standing stone, and shift it aside, he will wake again. You can hear his gentle snores in nearby roots. 

 

Now the Cursed Valley is under the rule of the Matriss Clan, and they only allow women adventurers to 

risk themselves in the wild hills. Men must stay at the Winding Roadway, they can come no closer. To 

enforce the peace, the management of the tavern have hired Azhul, a half-giant warrior. He insists his 

name is “Ah-ZOOL” and not the more common pronunciation, “Azhole.” He‟s not above cuffing 

someone ungently to make the point. 

 

The party begins in an inn, the Winding Roadway near the Cursed Valley. Adventure beckons! 

 

The High Lady sect has two women who plan to go into the Cursed Valley and need help. 

 Dovanalo, elfmaid, very concerned with doctrinal purity and skilled hymn leader and songwriter. 

 Ginsese, half-orc priestess, has a gambling problem that led to her being cursed with orc blood. 

 

The T‟kkyl cult has women (and a Halfling pretending to be a woman) who are also recruiting in the inn. 

 Anavias, human freak, frothing with weird powers from beyond this world and armed with bone 

weapons. 

 Vaerhimana (Vina), half-elven warrior woman with a short bow and shorter temper. 

 Chividal (Shiv), Halfling man in drag (not so you‟d notice) with a „fro who thinks he can see the 

future. 

 

Tick-Tock is missed by those who focus on connecting their lives to the earth. They believe he yet lives, 

and can be restored, breaking the curse. They believe if they find his body, they may be able to figure out 

which god loves him, and maybe then he will revive. 
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 Liana, human druid, master of camouflage; she paints herself dappled and forest colors, and attacks 

from ambush. 

 Trilliana, human druid, feral. She doesn‟t talk, and she only fights with a bone dagger and a longbow. 

 
Rumors.  

 

Aside from the three uneasy factions of ladies preparing to head into the Cursed Valley, there are rumors 

of other threats that can be picked up in the tavern under Azhul‟s watchful eye. 

 

1. Gnasher packs. You heard me. Wolves with bat wings and nasty fangs. They‟ve claimed the territory. 

2. Sentient venomous plants survive in the wake of Tick-Tock‟s assassination. They are still angry. 

3. Don‟t camp near the river, or any stream, no matter how shallow. Many a group has left only broken 

gear and drag marks for the search parties to find—always into the water… 

4. Watch the sparrows. They are reporting on the movements of strangers. Don‟t know who gets the 

reports—maybe Tick-Tock under his stone. 

5. The village that was folded into the earth is in a cavern below the surface—the survivors aren‟t 

people any more, and they only recently dug vents up to escape their underground home. 

6. At the back of the valley are deposits of chrystalium, a kind of resonant crystal used in making magic 

items; a handful is worth 500 gold to alchemists and wizards. 

7. Back when traffic flowed to and from the Cursed Valley, a traveler reported on a visit to a clearing 

that had an obelisk with religious symbols; the traveler was ignorant, but a cleric finding such a shrine 

could likely identify who Tick-Tock worshiped! 

8. During the last civil war, Chekrin the Awakener (a necromancer) was driven into the Cursed Valley. 

He never came back out. That was almost 200 years ago. 

9. Look for the straight trees with red bark. They internalized hate for the priest invaders; make weapons 

from them, and they will strike hard and strong against those chosen by the gods. 

10. Don‟t go above the treeline on the mountains around the Cursed Valley. That which hunts by heat 

sense will close in on you at once, and you won‟t come back down. 

 

There are a number of landmarks. 

 Hylbu. Generally a day‟s hike will get travelers to the humped earth that used to be the village; more 

recently, it was the site of a major battle, which the Matriss Clan won against necromancers in the 

recent civil war.  

 Stone of Repose. Somewhere on the east slope is supposed to be a stone about 5 meters long and 3 

meters across that used to stand, and now is toppled and overgrown, hiding corpses of centuries past 

along with their gear. 

 Lost Shrine. Tick-Tock worshiped somewhere, and where he worshiped (surely at the north of the 

valley, furthest away) will reveal the answers. 

 

For those who agree to enter the Cursed Valley, danger and adventure await! 


